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• Severe contraction following COVID-19 disruptions

• Recovery underway, labor market and economy far from 

healed

• Inflation mired below 2% target

• 2021 looks better, but risks of slow recovery remain

• Virus resurgence, labor market damage

• Fed policy expected to remain highly accommodative

Summary of the Outlook
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Severe contraction in 2020Q2, sharp rebound
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Despite strong rebound, GDP remains below potential
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Job gains slowing
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Unemployment to remain elevated
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Weak economy likely to keep inflation subdued
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Policy actions mitigating the economic fallout
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Some risks: 
virus resurgence, structural damage
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Recent virus surge
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Mobility well below normal
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Unemployment becoming more persistent
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Labor force participation remains quite low
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UI renewal unlikely to slow labor market recovery

Note: The lines show outcomes for typical individuals in states at the 90th and 10th percentiles 

of the distribution of UI replacement rates under the CARES Act.

Source: Petrosky-Nadeau and Valletta, FRBSF Economic Letter 2020-28, Sept. 21. 

Job finding from unemployment by state UI replacement rates



• Achieving dual mandate: maximum employment, stable prices

• Major changes announced late August 2020

• “Maximum employment” redefined

• Changes over time; focus on shortfalls

• “Inclusive goal” (more attention to disadvantaged groups)

• Inflation should average 2% over time

• Modest overshoots are OK (and likely)

New Fed policy framework: greater flexibility
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• Long road back to normal economic conditions following 

COVID-19 disruption

• Unemployment elevated, becoming persistent; LFP low

• Inflation pulled further below 2% target 

• Recovery faces downside risks, dependent on the path of 

the disease and vaccinations

• Fed prepared to use full range of tools

Conclusion
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